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Question 6
Explain four effects of industrialization on living and working conditions for the early
industrial working class that moved to the new industrial towns of 19th-century Britain.
Write your answer in the Answer Document. (4 points)

Sample Response for Question 6 (Extended Response):
Exemplar:
Industrialization demanded significant increases in the number of workers. People who
moved to industrial towns to seek work were sometimes able to escape the effects of
famine in rural areas. As people moved from rural to urban areas to work in factories,
they swelled the population of urban areas. This resulted in living conditions that were
often overcrowded, such as tenement buildings. Industrialization led to the
concentration of factories in urban areas. This contributed to increased pollution as
compared with rural areas. Industrialization involved the use of heavy machinery in
factories. Use of this machinery created dangerous working conditions.
Other correct individual responses:
•

Industrialization resulted in manufactured goods being available at a lower cost,
allowing more people to be able to afford them.

•

Industrialization required many workers to live in cities where factories were located.
Overcrowding in urban areas increased the likelihood for diseases to spread.

•

Industrialization demanded significant increases in the number of workers. New
residents in the cities taxed the urban infrastructure (lack of running water and
inadequate sewage systems) and/or increased the likelihood of disease.

•

Industrialization involved high uses of energy (coal), new technologies, and new
processes. These resulted in various types of pollution (air, water, noise).

•

Industrialization involved paying workers low wages. This led to hardships for workers
in maintaining residences or paying for housing (slum conditions).

Scoring Guidelines for Question 6
Score point

Description

4 points

The response accurately explains four effects of industrialization on living
and/or working conditions for the early industrial working class that moved
to the new industrial towns of 19th-century Britain.

3 points

The response accurately explains three effects of industrialization on living
and/or working conditions for the early industrial working class that moved
to the new industrial towns of 19th-century Britain.

2 points

The response accurately explains two effects of industrialization on living
and/or working conditions for the early industrial working class that moved
to the new industrial towns of 19th-century Britain.

1 point

The response accurately explains one effect of industrialization on living
and/or working conditions for the early industrial working class that moved
to the new industrial towns 19th-century Britain.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria. The response may
discuss industrialization but not make a connection to living and/or
working conditions in the industrial towns of Britain.
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4

Score Point: 0
This response attempts to discuss “the industrial
life.” The response is vague as to the time period
involved when it refers to tanks and cars. The
response is so sparse that it is not clear that there is
an understanding of the impact of the Industrial
Revolution on living and/or working conditions in
the new industrial towns of 19th-century Britain.

5

Score Point: 0
While this response appears to list four effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions, the effects are either inaccurate (the
work was safer), vague (the work was easier), or not
clearly connected to living and/or working
conditions (increased productivity and more
efficient workers).

6

Score Point: 0
This response does not accurately explain the
effects of industrialization on living and/or working
conditions in 19th-century Britain. It does not meet
the criteria for a higher score since none of the
effects listed are valid and/or accurate.

7

Score Point: 0
This response does not meet the criteria for a
higher score. The discussion of workman’s
compensation in America is not connected to the
living and/or working conditions in the industrial
towns of Britain. The explanation of child labor is
not accurate; thus, there are no valid effects of
industrialization.

8

Score Point: 1
This response accurately explains one effect of
industrialization on the living and/or working
conditions in the industrial towns of Britain. While
“hard jobs” is vague, “low pay” is a valid and
accurate effect.

9

Score Point: 1
Of the four effects listed in this response, only the
first one (more jobs) is accurate and clearly
connected to industrialization. Thus, this response
does not meet the criteria for a higher score.

10

Score Point: 1
In this response, only the first effect (increase in
deaths at the work place) is accurate and clearly
connected to industrialization and its effects on
working conditions.

11

Score Point: 1
Despite its length, this response accurately explains
only one effect of industrialization on living and/or
working conditions (the smoke from all the
industries and factories). The other effects are not
clearly connected to living and/or working
conditions in industrial towns in 19th-century Britain
and do not contribute to a higher score.

12

Score Point: 2
This response accurately explains two effects of
industrialization: dangerous machines that caused
injuries and the availability of more jobs.

13

Score Point: 2
This response accurately explains two effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions (crowded and pollution). The third effect
(Some people were losing jobs) is not accurate.

14

Score Point: 2
This response accurately explains one effect that
industrialization had on working conditions
(hazardous because of large machinery) and one
effect that industrialization had on living conditions
(moved to cities to work in factories).

15

Score Point: 2
This response explains two effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions. “It gave a lot more people more jobs” is
accurate. The second effect, “shoes made
increased” indicates greater availability of
consumer goods.

16

Score Point: 3
This response accurately explains three effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions: pollution, long work hours, and very
little money for long hours of work. However, one
effect (Crowded industries) is too vague to be an
accurate explanation.

17

Score Point: 3
While there are four effects in this response, two
are redundant (injuries and dangers in the work
facility). Thus there are only three accurate effects
of industrialization: injuries/dangers in work place,
low pay, and poorly kept housing facilities.

18

Score Point: 3
This response accurately explains three effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions: working in sweat factories, underpaid,
and poor living conditions.

19

Score Point: 3
This response accurately explains two effects of
industrialization on working conditions (sweat
shops and low wages) and one effect on living
conditions (crowded cities). The fourth effect, “not
many people could find work,” is not accurate
because industrialization created jobs.

20

Score Point: 4
This response accurately explains four effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions: poor and dirty working and living
conditions, low paying jobs, long hours, and unsafe
working conditions.

21

Score Point: 4
This response accurately explains four effects of
industrialization: dangerous working conditions,
long hours for little pay, lower prices, and the
population growth of cities.

22

Score Point: 4
This response accurately explains at least four
effects of industrialization on the living and/or
working conditions in 19th-century British towns:
overpopulation, spread of disease, low pay, long
hours, and rise of child labor. In this instance,
overgeneralizations do not enter into the scoring.

23

Score Point: 4
This response accurately explains four effects of
industrialization on living and/or working
conditions for the early industrial working class in
19th-century Britain.
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Question 12
During times of war or perceived danger to the United States, groups of Americans have
been singled out as potentially disloyal to the country. For example, during World War I,
patriotic support for the war led to a distrust and persecution of German-Americans. In
some places, German language instruction was forbidden, and German culture and
heritage were subject to discrimination.
•

Identify a group of Americans that was targeted as potentially disloyal in the years
between 1940 and 1985.

•

Explain why this group was targeted.

Write your answer in the Answer Document. (2 points)

Sample Response for Question 12 (Short Answer):
Exemplar:
During World War II, Japanese-Americans were targeted as potentially disloyal.
Following the attack on Pearl Harbor by Japan, Japanese-Americans were viewed as
potential spies for the Japanese government.
Other correct responses:
•

Suspected communists after World War II: Fear of the spread of communism as a byproduct of the Cold War led to an attempt to eliminate from public life all who might
be considered communist sympathizers or supporters.

•

War resisters and conscientious objectors during the Vietnam War: People who spoke
out against the Vietnam War were targeted as disloyal by those who felt the war was
a justified effort to assist a foreign nation avoid a communist takeover.

•

Korean-Americans during the Korean conflict: Uncertainty existed as to whether or
not Korean-Americans supported North Korea or were communists.

•

Russian-Americans during the Cold War: Russian-Americans were feared as disloyal
because they could be communist sympathizers or supporters of the Soviet Union.

26

Scoring Guidelines for Question 12
Score point

Description

2 points

The response will correctly identify one group targeted between 1940 and
1985 as potentially disloyal. It will accurately and completely explain why
this group was targeted.

1 point

The response will correctly identify one group targeted between 1940 and
1985 as potentially disloyal and will give a partially accurate and/or
incomplete description of why this group was targeted.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria. It may offer pre-1940
examples. It may restate the World War I example. It may discuss events
unrelated to the historical pattern.

Note: The identification of a targeted group is not to be read independently for a score
point. It is a referent for the remainder of the response. Score points are only based on
the accuracy and completeness of the explanation of why the correctly identified
targeted group (the referent) was targeted. Responses must have a referent to be
scored for any points.
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Score Point: 0
This response offers no explanation as to why the
identified groups listed were targeted as disloyal to
America between 1940–1985. Even if “Japan” is
cited alone and is accepted as referring to
Japanese-Americans, the referent alone is not
sufficient for a “1.”

29

Score Point: 0
The response does not correctly identify a group of
Americans targeted between 1940 and 1985.
Without an accurate referent, the response is
ineligible for a higher score. This response confuses
persecution based upon wartime fears with
discrimination based upon religious intolerance.

30

Score Point: 0
This response does not correctly identify a group of
Americans targeted as potentially disloyal between
1940–1985. This response confuses persecution
based upon wartime fears with discrimination
based upon race relations.

31

Score Point: 0
This response does not correctly identify a group of
Americans targeted as potentially disloyal between
1940–1985. The events discussed are related to a
different historical period.

32

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies one group
targeted between 1940–1985 (Japanese-Americans)
and gives an incomplete description of why this
group was targeted.

33

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies one group
(Korean-Americans) and gives a partially accurate
description of why this group was targeted.

34

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies one group (the
Hollywood 10) that was targeted as potentially
disloyal between 1940–1985 (McCarthy Era
Hollywood blacklist of suspected communists). The
response provides an incomplete description of
why this group was targeted. The suspected link to
communism is mentioned, but it is not placed in the
context of Cold War tensions or the McCarthy Era.

35

Score Point: 1
The response names one group, “The Vietnamese,”
(is read as referring to Vietnamese-Americans) that
was targeted as potentially disloyal between 1940–
1985 and gives a partially accurate/incomplete
description of why this group was targeted. The
statement referring to the war between “there
mother country and the America” generally refers
to the Vietnam conflict which does fall within the
historical dates of 1940–1985. A more complete
description would be needed for a higher score.

36

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies one group
(communist supporters) targeted between 1940–
1985 as potentially disloyal. It accurately and
completely explains why this group was targeted
(McCarthy period ... persecuted ... harboring
sympathies to the communists).

37

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies one group
(Japanese-Americans) and accurately and
completely explains why this group was targeted.
In this instance the opinions expressed do not
affect the scoring.

38

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies one group (war
protestors) and accurately and completely
explains why this group was targeted (actions they
took against the U.S. government).

39

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies one group
(Japanese-Americans) and accurately and
completely explains why this group was targeted
(Americans treated them “as if they were a threat”).
In this instance, the opinions expressed do not
affect the scoring.
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Question 18
A town is considering building a community swimming pool. At a public hearing on the
issue, supporters and opponents of the pool make the following statements:
Supporters
A report by the U.S. Surgeon General emphasized the health benefits of swimming for
both children and adults. A recent university study found that communities with
adequate recreation facilities had lower rates of juvenile delinquency than communities
that did not.
Opponents
The pool is a bad idea for many reasons. There are better, more cost-effective ways to
help kids than by building a pool. The town should be spending its money on more
critical issues at this time. The pool would be a complete waste of the town’s money.
•

Which of these two statements includes credible sources of information that uphold
the statement’s position?

•

Why does agreement with credible sources of information help make a statement
believable?

Write your answer in the Answer Document. (2 points)

Sample Response for Question 18 (Short Answer):
Exemplar:
The supporter’s statement includes credible sources of information that uphold the
statement’s position. If one trusts the sources of information cited in the statement and
the statement agrees with those sources, then the statement is more believable because
it is consistent with other trusted sources.

42

Scoring Guidelines for Question 18
Score point

Description

2 points

The response identifies the supporters’ statement as including credible
sources of information and explains why agreement with credible sources
makes a statement believable.

1 point

The response identifies the supporters’ statement as including credible
sources of information but fails to offer an adequate explanation as to
why agreement with credible sources makes a statement believable
OR
the response fails to identify the supporters’ statement as including
credible sources of information but does explain why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria. The response may
discuss other factors that lend credibility to a source.
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Score Point: 0
This response is related to the question but does
not identify the supporters’ statement as including
credible sources of information nor does it offer an
explanation as to why agreement with a credible
source makes a statement believable. The response
is merely an opinion on whether the pool should be
built.

45

Score Point: 0
This response incorrectly identifies the opponents’
statement as having “a lot more better sources.” If
the response had offered an explanation of why
agreement with credible sources makes a
statement believable, then the response could
have received a “1” even with the wrong choice.
However, this response fails to meet either of the
criteria for a “1.”

46

Score Point: 0
This response fails to meet the criteria for a “1.” The
opponents’ statement is incorrectly identified as
having credible sources. There is no explanation as
to why credible sources make a statement
believable. What is identified as an explanation is
merely the student agreeing with the opponents.

47

Score Point: 0
This response fails to meet the criteria for a “1.” It
does not identify the supporters’ statement, and the
attempt to explain why credible sources are
believable focuses on the tone of the sources
rather than their trustworthiness.

48

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement and is thus eligible for a “1.” However,
the response lacks an explanation of why
agreement with credible sources makes a
statement believable. It merely discusses the merits
of the argument. The response, thus, does not meet
the criteria for a “2.”

49

Score Point: 1
This response offers an explanation as to why
agreement with a credible source is believable, but
it fails to identify the supporters’ statement. “The
supporters will most likely win” does not function as
a clear identification.

50

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement as including credible sources of
information and even cites those sources. However,
the response fails to explain why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.

51

Score Point: 1
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement as including credible sources of
information. However, the explanation is too vague
and, thus, the response does not meet the criteria
for a “2.”

52

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement as including credible sources of
information and explains why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.

53

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement and explains why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.
The overstatement about “proof” does not affect
the scoring in this instance.

54

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement and explains why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.

55

Score Point: 2
This response correctly identifies the supporters’
statement as including credible sources of
information and explains why agreement with
credible sources makes a statement believable.
The “extended knowledge” reference equates to a
trustworthy source with which the statement is in
accord.
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Question 24
One way the Federal Reserve System seeks to influence money supply in the United
States is by setting the reserve requirement for banks. The reserve requirement is the
percentage of deposits banks must keep on reserve and not lend out.
•

Considering that the inflation rate rose significantly from 1976 to 1980, identify the
change (increase or decrease) the Federal Reserve System could have made in the
reserve requirement to reverse that trend.

•

Describe the expected impact this change in the reserve requirement would have
had on:
Ø consumer spending
Ø business spending

•

Explain why this change in the reserve requirement would produce the desired
effects on spending.

Write your answer in the Answer Document. (4 points)

Sample Response for Question 24 (Extended Response):
Exemplar:
In order to counter increasing inflation rates, the Federal Reserve System could have
increased reserve requirements for banks. This would have reduced consumer spending
and business spending because higher reserve requirements mean there is less money
in circulation.
Other correct responses:
The Federal Reserve System could have increased reserve requirements. Consumer
spending and business spending would have decreased because loans would have
been more difficult to obtain.

58

Scoring Guidelines for Question 24
Score point

Description

4 points

The response contains the following four elements:
•

it states that the Federal Reserve System could have increased reserve
requirements for banks;

•

accurately states reduced consumer spending;

•

accurately states reduced business spending; and

•

offers an accurate explanation of these effects related to decreased
money circulation.

3 points

The response contains three of the four elements.

2 points

The response contains two of the four elements.

1 point

The response contains one of the four elements.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria. The response may
discuss operations of the Federal Reserve System but not relate the actions
to the conditions of the prompt.

Note: Each part of the item (identification, impact on consumer spending, impact on
business spending, and explanation) can be scored independently, for one point each.
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Score Point: 0
This response does not correctly address any of the
elements of the item. It does not identify the
change the Federal Reserve System could have
made to reverse inflation, nor does it correctly
address consumer and business spending. There is
no explanation as to how a change in the reserve
requirement would produce the desired effects on
spending. The response discusses inflation, but
drifts off onto issues unrelated to the item.

61

Score Point: 0
This response discusses banks in general and does
not clearly relate the information to the elements of
the item. The one element that may be related to
the conditions of the prompt is the statement that
“consumers were spending more money,” and it is
not an accurate impact of increasing the reserve
requirement.

62

Score Point: 0
This response does not contain any correct
information. It incorrectly states that reserve
requirements should be decreased. Stating that
consumer and business spending would increase is
also inaccurate. There is no explanation related to
decreased money in circulation. None of the four
elements can be given credit.

63

Score Point: 0
This response does not accurately address any of
the four elements of the item in responding to how
the Federal Reserve can combat inflation. It
incorrectly states that reserve requirements should
be lowered and that consumer and business
spending would increase. It indicates that there
would be more money in circulation.

64

Score Point: 1
Because each part of the item can be scored
independently, this response receives a “1” for an
explanation: “it would make it harder … to loan
money to business or people.” The other parts of
the item (identification and impact on consumer
spending and business spending) are not clearly
addressed.

65

Score Point: 1
This response accurately states that “the Federal
Reserve System should have increased the reserve
(requirement).” However, the impact on consumer
and business spending as well as the explanation
are all inaccurate. The response contains only one
of four elements.

66

Score Point: 1
This response receives a score point of “1” for
correctly stating that the Federal Reserve System
could have increased the reserve. The other
information in the response is inaccurate. Only one
of the four elements receives credit.

67

Score Point: 1
This response receives one point for correctly
stating that the Federal Reserve System could have
increased reserve requirements to counter
increasing inflation rates. However, it does not
specifically address how this would impact
consumer and business spending, it merely states
that it “would change consumer spending and
business spending.” There is no accurate
explanation of these effects. The “explanation” in
the last line is taken form the prompt. As a result,
the response contains only one of the four
elements.

68

Score Point: 2
This response accurately states that reduced
consumer and business spending would result from
a change in the reserve requirement. However, it
does not identify the need to increase the reserve,
nor does it offer an explanation. The response
contains two of the four elements.

69

Score Point: 2
This response contains two of the four elements.
The student accurately states that the Federal
Reserve System could increase the reserve and
accurately predicts the impact on consumer
spending (An increase would cause consumer
spending to go down). The prediction that business
spending would go up is inaccurate. The response
lacks a valid explanation of how an increase in the
reserve would produce the desired effects on
spending.

70

Score Point: 2
This response inaccurately identifies no change in
the reserve (Federal Reserve System could have
kept the percentage of deposits and not lend them
out). However, the indication that business and
consumer spending would decrease is accurate.
The explanation that “no one would have money to
spend on anything” is inaccurate.

71

Score Point: 2
This response receives one point for accurately
stating that the change the Federal Reserve System
could have made to reverse the inflation trend
would be “increasing the money kept in the banks.”
The second point is for the accurate impact on
consumer spending (this would decrease consumer
spending). However, there is no accurate impact
on business spending nor a valid explanation. Only
two of the four elements are contained in the
response.

72

Score Point: 3
This response contains three of the four elements. It
accurately states that the Federal Reserve System
could have increased reserve requirements to
reverse the inflation trend. The impact on consumer
and business spending is also accurate (people
would be using less money on consumer and
business spending). However, the response lacks an
accurate explanation of why this change would
produce the desired effects on spending.

73

Score Point: 3
This response contains three of the four elements
(increased reserve requirements and decreased
consumer and business spending). There is no
accurate explanation of why an increase in the
reserve requirement would produce the desired
effects on spending.

74

Score Point: 3
In this response, three of the four elements are
accurate. The response identifies that consumer
and business spending would decrease. The impact
on spending (because businesses and consumers
wouldn't be able to get as much money from the
bank) is also accurate. However, the student
identifies the need to “decrease the reserve
requirement” and this is not accurate.

75

Score Point: 3
While this response does not identify the need to
increase the reserve requirement to reverse the
inflation trend, it does contain three accurate
elements. The student accurately explains that
consumers and businesses would have to save up
their own money. This was read as the money in
circulation would decrease. Moreover, a decrease
in consumer spending as well as business spending
is correctly identified as impacts.

76

Score Point: 4
This response contains all four elements of the item.
It accurately states that the Federal Reserve System
could increase reserve requirements for banks and
that consumer and business spending would go
down. These impacts are explained by relating
them to decreased money circulation.

77

Score Point: 4
Each part of the item (identification, impact on
consumer spending, impact on business spending
and explanation) is accurately addressed. The
response contains all four elements. The reference
to consumers having “less buying power” is
insufficient to merit a score point. However, this
reference was reinforced by the later reference to
businesses “also” spending less, meaning that both
consumer and business spending decreased. This
satisfied those two elements of the item.

78

Score Point: 4
This response indicates that the Federal Reserve
System would raise its requirements. In addition,
the response recognizes that consumer and
business spending would decrease because of less
money available.

79

Score Point: 4
This response accurately identifies the need to
increase reserve requirements to reverse the trend
of inflation. It accurately describes the impact on
consumer and business spending (it decreases). It
also accurately indicates that the money in
circulation would decrease.
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Question 30
To encourage western settlement, the Homestead Act of 1862 offered free land, primarily
on the Great Plains, to anyone who would live on it and cultivate it for at least five years.
By 1900, over 400,000 families had taken advantage of the offer. Although the federal
government had signed treaties with the Indian nations living in these areas, no effort
was made to honor them.
Identify two consequences of these contacts between the new settlers and Native
Americans during the late 1800s. Write your answer in the Answer Document. (2 points)

Sample Response for Question 30 (Short Answer):
Exemplar:
One consequence of contacts between new settlers and Native Americans was violence
between settlers and Native Americans. Another consequence of these contacts was the
forced removal of Native Americans to reservations.
Alternate responses include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

wars between settlers and Native Americans;

•

destruction of the buffalo upon which the Native Americans depended for survival;

•

efforts to “Americanize” Native Americans;

•

settlers took lands beyond what was allotted to them by the Homestead Act.

Scoring Guidelines for Question 30
Score point

Description

2 points

The response identifies two consequences of contacts between EuropeanAmericans and Native Americans.

1 point

The response identifies only one consequence.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria.
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Score Point: 0
This response does not identify any accurate
consequences of contacts between European
Americans and Native Americans.

84

Score Point: 0
This response is vague. “They wouldn’t probably get
along” and “problems with food” are not specific
enough to be given credit as consequences of the
contacts between European Americans and Native
Americans.

85

Score Point: 0
This response does not identify any consequences
of contacts between European Americans and
Native Americans. It is largely a restatement of
information contained in the item.

86

Score Point: 0
This response does not identify any consequences
of contacts between European Americans and
Native Americans. The first assertion refers to the
treaties and the second assertion is vague and not
related to a consequence of contacts between the
European Americans and the Native Americans.

87

Score Point: 1
This response identifies one consequence (the
settlers and the Indians fought) of contacts
between European Americans and Native
Americans. The first reference (Indians were sad) is
too vague.

88

Score Point: 1
This response identifies one consequence (“Indians
were put on resorvations”) of contacts between
European Americans and Native Americans.

89

Score Point: 1
This response identifies one consequence (fighting
would probably occur) of contacts between
European Americans and Native Americans. The
second suggested consequence (trading wouldn’t
be good) is not historically accurate and thus
receives no credit.

90

Score Point: 1
Only one accurate consequence
(battles/fights/killing) is identified in this lengthy
response. The second assertion, “white men
thinking … Native Americans were not as smart,” is
too general an observation to be linked to the
Homestead Act as a consequence.

91

Score Point: 2
Two consequences of contacts between European
Americans and Native Americans are identified:
“forcing of Natives onto reservations” and “war.”

92

Score Point: 2
While the concept that “new settlers had guns … so
the wiped out the Native Americans” is an
exaggeration, hostility between the groups is a
consequence. The second consequence identified
is also accurate: “the Natives had to move out of
there homes.” The reference “because of death”
associated with the second consequence is
unclear, but it does not detract from the validity of
the response.

93

Score Point: 2
This response identifies two consequences of
contacts between European Americans and Native
Americans: “ increased violence” and “death of
many Native Americans from new diseases.”

94

Score Point: 2
This response identifies two consequences of
contacts between European Americans and Native
Americans: “Indians … tried to attack and get rid of
the new settlers” and “forced off this land and
forced to live on reservations.”
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Question 36
Compare the role citizens may have in selecting leaders in dictatorships and absolute
monarchies. Write your answer in the Answer Document. (2 points)

Sample Response for Question 36 (Short Answer):
Exemplar:
In dictatorships and absolute monarchies, citizens have a very limited or no role in
selecting their leaders.
Other partial responses:
•

In a dictatorship, citizens may be required to participate in elections in which the
dictator is the only candidate on the ballot.

•

In an absolute monarchy, citizens have no say in selecting the monarch.

Scoring Guidelines for Question 36
Score point

Description

2 points

The response provides an accurate comparison of the role of citizens in
selecting leaders in both forms of government.

1 point

The response provides an accurate description of the role of citizens in
selecting leaders in either form of government.

0 points

The response does not meet any of the above criteria. The response may
be off-topic or provide inaccurate information.
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Score Point: 0
This response does not provide an accurate
description of the role of citizens in selecting
leaders in either form of government.

99

Score Point: 0
This response provides inaccurate information
about the role of citizens in selecting leaders in a
dictatorship.

100

Score Point: 0
This response does not provide an accurate
description of the role of citizens in selecting
leaders in either form of government.

101

Score Point: 0
Overall, the information given about the roles of
citizens in each form of government is vague. The
reference to citizens having a “very small” voice in
selecting leaders in each form of government is
overwhelmed by references to having power,
choosing not to have a voice, giving up power, and
granting power.

102

Score Point: 1
This response provides an accurate description of
the role of citizens in selecting leaders in a
dictatorship. The information about the role of
citizens in selecting a leader in an absolute
monarchy is inaccurate and receives no credit.

103

Score Point: 1
In this response, the role of citizens in selecting
leaders in an absolute monarchy is accurate (the
power is passed down through a family … no
election process). However, the information about
the role of citizens in a dictatorship is inaccurate.

104

Score Point: 1
This response provides an accurate description of
the role of citizens in selecting leaders in a
dictatorship. The information about the roles in an
absolute monarchy is inaccurate.

105

Score Point: 1
This response provides an accurate description of
the role of citizens in selecting leaders in an
absolute monarchy. There is no information
provided for a dictatorship. Extraneous information
does not enter into the scoring.

106

Score Point: 2
This response provides an accurate comparison of
the role of citizens in selecting leaders in both
forms of government.

107

Score Point: 2
This response provides an accurate comparison of
the two forms of government by recognizing that
citizens cannot vote. The discussion of lineage
determining who will become the monarch in an
absolute monarchy is not necessary given the
previous comparison remarks.

108

Score Point: 2
This response provides an accurate comparison of
the role of citizens in selecting leaders in both
forms of government (in both societies the citizen
has no say). Extraneous information does not enter
into the scoring.

109

Score Point: 2
This response provides an accurate comparison of
the roles of citizens in selecting leaders in both
forms of government.
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